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Abstract—In the last few years it has been brought into notice a complex issue of optimization systems that help track activities and 

provide outputs to analyze a certain pattern and predict behaviour and possibilities to understand any kind of system. Such kind of 

problem solving can be done with help of Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient Optimization (DDPGO). DDPGO is nothing but a 

technique that is made up by combining two different approaches i.e. Deep Q-Network and Deterministic Policy Gradient. It mainly 

consists of two major parts actor and critic. The Actor is an arrangement network that accepts the state as info and results the specific 

activity (persistent), rather than a likelihood appropriation over activities. The Critic is a Q-esteem network that makes an in state 

and move as info and results the Q-esteem. DDPG is an "off"- approach technique. DDPG is utilized in the consistent activity setting 

and the "deterministic" in DDPG alludes to the way that the Actor processes the activity straightforwardly rather than a likelihood 

circulation over activities. 

IndexTerms—DDPGO, Deep Learning Neural Network. 

 

 

1. I. INTRODUCTION 

In today's progressive world it is a aid to have a powerful decision making systems to adapt to inputs passed to it and provide 

decisions and options to choose. To elaborate it lets consider examples like Artificial intelligence managed systems and 

environments which help us solve real time problems like scheduling, arranging, ordering which are required in each field of 

today's world like hospitals, traffic signals, hotels, public sector, airlines etc. Such fields need to take decision-based actions to 

accomplish tasks like traffic monitoring, detection of early diseases, scheduling flight departures, seat allocation. These all kinds 

of tasks can be easily accomplished by use of advanced neural network algorithms which have high capacity to take multiple 

inputs and provide better decisions. One of such kinds is DDPGO.  

2. II. DIFFERENT SYSTEMS USING DDPGO  TECHNIQUE 

The proposed system mainly focused on the real time situation of traffic congestion caused at prime locations in the peak hours. 

We have to address the time and intensity of the traffic based on the distance between two prime points which have to be 

accurate to solve the issue of traffic congestion at given point to continue smooth passing of vehicles without affecting the 

remaining route as well. The author mainly compared two techniques i.e deep Q network(DQN) and deep deterministic policy 

gradient (DDPGO)[1] for solving the same issue of traffic congestion. DDPGO was applied to a variable network of traffic 

control to a single intersection points connecting multiple roads at a junction. The system used a self-learning approach as a 

plus point to train the network to efficiently pass the traffic. It is observed that DDPGO outperformed DQN in fix time control 

operation for optimization of traffic release. DDPGO self-learned and assessed the multipoint junctioning of traffic at single 
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time. Value and Policy based approach was collaborated  by DDPGO to fine tunes its performance. Moreover DDPGO operated 

in Dynamic real time situations rather than DQN. 

Nowadays technology has taken up most of the sectors in the modern world, one of which is the ship operating sector. Smart 

ships have been one of the modern ways to live in an automated world where ships can be smartly controlled without much 

needed human intervention. The proposed system used two neural networks of Actor and critic each[2]. The actor network took 

care of the underlying robots controlling the ships while the critic network found out the error matrices and continuously 

improved the performance of the route assessment and stimulation with respect to other ships and schedules worldwide. Control 

over the ships and managing the complex paths and routes to improve the self-controlling mechanism for remote ships over 

oceans and continents was the achieved outcome of the DDPGO dual network. 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) [3] is one of the progressive fields where DDPGO is used. The proposed work shows the 

implementation of DDPGO into such an important sector where UAV path programming and achievement of efficient path 

planning is to be achieved. In this field of UAV many obstacles are faced to plan the path for reaching the endpoint and one of 

it is the diverse and complex natural conditions and terrains which play and important part in path planning and management. 

To solve this issue Multi critic DDPGO(MCDDPGO)[3] was enforced to achieve accurate path analysis so as to trace and reach 

the endpoint in decided time frame. The actor network of MCDDPGO was the actual conditional input provided by the divide 

continuously to the multi critic network which had more than one critic networks. This multi critic network propagated the 

actual right path based on the dynamic continuous input from the actor network. Hence it was proved that MCDDPGO was 

more efficient to conventional DDPGO for path planning. 

Energy internet is one of the aroused issue in the coming times where we need to create and generate networks that do not form 

grids which overconsume unnecessary amount of energy. Here we have to manage and created techniques to optimize the issue 

and find ways to achieve it and way to solve both the needs. In this paper ,Combined cooling-heating and power (CCHP) 

microgrid[4] was proposed by author to achieve the goal of energy saving by managing the cycle and delays to form the grid 

and pass energy. To monitor this circulation and delay of energy DDPGO was used. DDPGO critic and actor network worked 

hand-in-hand to handle the same. The multi energy and multi device energy consumption was solved by the DDPGO. The 

system was implemented on the dummy source and it worked as expected, the future implementation was to be carried onto the 

actual  complex real time network. 

A controlled optimal control strategy of active distribution networks (ADN) [5] formulated on Deep Deterministic Policy 

Gradient (DDPG) is proposed by the author to determine the fluctuation of energy. The Active Distribution Network (ADN) is 

used to actively track the minimal threshold voltage to come to a point where fluctuation can be avoided. This calculation of 

dynamically changing threshold depending on the huge spread network of energy is difficult and needs to be achieved in a 

manner where the minimal threshold voltage has to be continuously calculated. To get this dynamic voltage calculated DDPGO 

is induced which monitors the network by tracing and learning the energy network and periodically calculated the threshold 

voltage and sets it to avoid the fluctuations. This paper implemented this approach on a small section of the energy network and 

was successful. Hence it was to be implemented on a wide real time network. 

The proposed system proposed a simulation to control a bicycle based on the predefined plan and achieve the decided path 

through a derived plan. In this approach a active disturbance rejection control (ADRC)[6] mechanism was formulated with help 

of DDPGO. Basically, ADRC handled the uncertain things that were caused while controlling the bicycle and bypassing those 

to stabilize it. A learning method i.e. composite was imposed which involved DDPGO to learn and analyse the plan formulated 

for the bicycle to follow. The actor network was the one which raced the course of plan while the critic network stabilized the 

bicycle by throwing the unwanted actions that caused instability. Both balancing based on motion and tracking of path both 

were achieved successfully through the ADRC by using DDPGO. 
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3. III. CONCLUSION  

 

The above paper mainly focused on different approaches where the DDPGO technique was successfully implemented to 

enhance the decision making. Hence it can be concluded that the DDPGO is extensively used in large networks where tracing 

and understanding of the nature of the system is required. DDPGO mainly works in two network i.e. Actor and critic. Each 

network involves analysis and understanding of feed network while the critic network has to propagate the uncertain change or 

findings from the actor network. the actor and critic pair work in a manner where actors continuously analyse and feed data to 

critic which calculates the error or uncertain pattern and helps train the actor network to take appropriate actions. Basically,  

DDPGO was extensively used in all sectors like traffic management, Aviation systems, Ship industries, Voltage management 

and health care  systems where it has worked in a efficient manner and provided best results. 
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